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Visual activity in V1 during locomotion demystified
†

Assumption: Neurons integrate information from context

In this poster:
1) We compute neuron interactions to optimally integrate context in 2 conditions: static (when the 

animal is in place) and moving (when the animal is running or walking and/or when something 
in its visual field moves)

2) We derive circuit-level representation which allows the switch between the 2 conditions, static 
and moving

INTRODUCTION

†

MODELING ACTIVITY IN V1
Experimental evidence points to the fact that the circuit responsible for visual processing in the mouse brain behaves differently 
during locomotion of the animal (Fu et al, 2014). Hence, it is apparent that visual stimuli are processed differently when the 
animal is moving than when it is static. To address this problem we employ a model of V1 based on optimal integration of 
context. Such a model integrates features, over space and time, to modulate the “classical” activity of receptive fields so to 
optimally encode information robustly in two different contexts: moving and static.

Defining classical and extra classical receptive field:

Classical RF: result of feed-forward connections, ⩴ f
Extra classical RF: result of lateral and feedback connections ⩴ F 

Main assumption of the model:                                                                                                                                                  
The firing rate of neurons encodes for the probability of a feature being present in a specific location of the image.      

From the optimality of the encoding  at the level of every single neuron we derive:

As a dictionary of features represented by these neurons we use the parameterized set of models from V1 
electrophysiological responses (Durand et al., 2016). This is a set of 18 filters: On, Off and On/Off with 2 subfields, different 
subfields dominating, at different intensities and orientations:

The role of surround modulation is to “optimally integrate 
information from the context to minimize influence of noise 
and gaps (possibly dealing with absence of information in the 
case of occlusions)”. (Mihalas and Iyer, 2017)

METHODS: the datasets

We extend the model of Mihalas & Iyer to the case of movement so that optimal integration of temporal context occurs alongside 
the integration of spatial context.

The relevant formulas:

A key aspect to keep in mind is that here context happened 𝚫t s in the 
past, but otherwise it is integrated in the same way as in Mihalas & Iyer.

Results

The circuitry responsible for switching between processing 
static & moving is subject to ongoing research (Fu et al, 
2014):

Three populations of neurons are mainly responsible for 
visual processing: VIP ( ), SST 
(somatostatin), and Pyr (Pyramidal) neurons. VIP is activa-
ted during movement and acts in a switch-like manner.

CONCLUSIONS
1) We computed functional interactions needed under 2 conditions (static & moving)
2) We analyzed a physical circuit which can potentially do the switch between how the 2 conditions are being processed
3) We reduced the problem to an circuit optimization which we are currently solving
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Approximation of             and            to resolve high dimensionality problem:
We considered the weights to be constant across space, so that the only parameters are the ones corresponding to filters: in total 
18x2 = 36 parameters!

Solving simplified Least Squares problem              connectivity patterns from the VIP neurons. 
            firing rates in V1 when there is movement and the VIP are active.

Our LSE is relatively accurate so the approximated firing rates are as close as possible to the firing rates in the moving condition.
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Frame 93, filter 
10 from video

Frame 18, filter 
17 from video

Averaging over all frames in the videos presented above, we see that indeed for each filter, the firing rates we approximated 
by our circuit are close to the firing rates that are simply a result of applying the computational model with no circuit 

implementation. Our LSE method seems to be working!         BUT...
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UNLIKE static weights, moving weights are weaker as the 
contextual information is not as strong as in the static case.
Feedforward input is more important than the lateral connections.

LIKE static weights, moving synaptic weights decreases with 
the distance from between neurons represented in filter-size 
units.

F = firing rate due to 
extraclassical 
receptive field
f = firing rate due to 
classical receptive 
field
Z = normalization 
constant

firing rate 
while moving

classical RF 
       contribution

modeling excitatory
interaction among Pyr

modeling inhibitory
interaction from SST

modeling inhibitory
interaction: VIP to SST

modeling inhibitory
interaction: VIP to Pyr

From both the scatter plot (left) and 
the image showing slices of the 
Weight matrix for static & moving 
weights (right), we see that the 
moving weights tend to be weaker 
in absolute value (as expected, the 
surround modulation is not so 
strong).

The relationship between static & 
moving weights reveals that a linear 
scaling is not enough to explain the 
variability in moving weights. 

Static weights, filters 1 & 1-5

Moving weights, filters 1 & 1-5

Corresponding to the context - static 
or moving, we have modeled the 
weights (                  ) and firing rates  
(                  ) assuming optimal 
integration of context.
𝚫t = 0 ➮                 (“static weights”), 
𝚫t ≠ 0 ➮                 (“moving weights”)

How do we find a mapping between the two functional circuits given by (**), (***) and the physical circuit sketched above?  

MOVING = 
VIP switch 

Moving circuit

Static circuit

(*)

                             and                             
are the weights we wish to compute; these 
are the weights corresponding to 
connections from VIP (to SST and Pyr)

DIFFICULT PROBLEM
VERY HIGH DIMENSIONAL

To solve LSE, we need to invert a W matrix 
which is O(1e12)

We need lots of computational resources!

The approximation is not satisfactory: although  the MEAN activity is well-approximated, the spatial pattern of activities of our 
approximation does not match the spatial pattern of activity during movement. We need to solve the full LSE! To be continued...
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